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Abstract

2. Maximizing inconsistency

Magnitude of STFT spectrogram generally considered
a reliable cue to build intuition on resynthesized signal



Spectrogram reading
Algorithms for sound reconstruction from magnitude only

Results meet intuition for minimal inconsistency
What happens for maximal inconsistency?

Minimal inconsistency

Maximal inconsistency

Inconsistency

Silence

1. Consistency and intuition
,

Classical task:
Estimate a time-domain signal whose magnitude
spectrogram is closest to
in a least-squares sense
→ Reconstructed signal expected to sound close to intuition
Equivalent formulation:
Estimate phase
such that
is “as consistent as
possible”, i.e., as close as possible to the spectrogram of
the sound resynthesized from itself,
Numerical criterion: “how inconsistent?”

Time-domain
signals

STFT

STFT
spectrograms

STFT
iSTFT

Intuition

minimum inconsistency

Objective

→ Consider the family of spectrograms:

→ Silence

No information on
in the magnitude!

Proof of the

case:

→ Noisy version of sound

→ Scaled-down version of sound

Surprising relation:

Iterative STFT for minimization [1]:
project on consistent spectrograms with , keep only the phase
Here: project on inconsistent spectrograms with e

Something completely different

Another sound , with complex spectrogram

Consistent
Spectrograms

Inconsistency maximization algorithm

Original sound (or very close)

iSTFT

,

•Trivial for rectangular windows, 50% or 75% overlap
•Not trivial in general for other windows or overlap ratios

Same magnitude spectrogram can lead to extremely
diverse resynthesized signals depending on phase

: arrays of
complex numbers

Inconsistent
Spectrograms

Maximum inconsistency:
: resynthesizes to silence

Intuition linked to spectrogram “inconsistency”

Given an array
of real non-negative numbers
what do we intuitively expect
to “sound like”?

(synthesis and analysis windows assumed equal)

Minimum inconsistency:
: STFT spectrograms

Answer: Wrong!

Speech spectrogram (slightly modified)

orthogonal projection on consistent spectrograms

As

→ At worst, bad choice of phase only leads to noisy
reconstruction of what the intuition suggests?

3. Phase-controlled sound transfer

Contribution of
to the phase
Strong

SDR of the reconstruction of and
+6.4dB (mag.)

sounds like

(magnitude)
(magnitude)
(signal)

Weak

Algorithm

dynamic range issues kick in

Minimization

Example: from speech to rock, by phase

Maximization

Magnitude spectrogram of rock music signal

+9.6dB (mag.)
+6dB (signal)

Carefully crafted phase

Leads to
•Very close to
: in particular,
close to
•Verifies
: resynthesizes to silence
Fast approximations as in [3]

Example: sound

, speech by female speaker,

Above algorithm leads to
•Magnitude close to : +77dB SDR between
and
•
resynthesizes to silence
! Estimate minimally-inconsistent phase for
resynthesizes to speech with +31dB magnitude SDR
•
Magnitude spectrogram of speech

Magnitude residual

Modified magnitude spectrogram of speech Magnitude spectrogram of reconstructed signal
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